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Abstract

The Government of Canada has pulled the plug on funding of the KAON facility in
Canada. But the science opportunities for symmetry tests with the kinds of beams that
KAON would have provided remain. For example, the full intensity of kaons, which
KAON would have provided, is needed to find the magnitude and phase of Vtt and
therefore to describe direct CP violation. The combination of K+ —» ir+vV and A'£ —•
v°vV serve this purpose. A variety of other symmetry tests are possible with the kind
of intense beams of kaons, antinucleons, other hadrons and neutrinos which KAON
would have provided. A perspective will be given for such experiments and their future
prospects, now that KAON will not be built.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

I am most pleased to be speaking at the end of this conference on Symmetries in
Subatomic Physics because the intense hadron beams on which I am focussing provide
experiments covering almost all of the wide range of topics of this meeting—from fun-
damental tests with atoms, to symmetries in strong and in weak interactions and to the
properties of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.

There was a single proposed accelerator, KAON, which encompassed this wide
range of physics and it had been my plan to use its physics as the vehicle for discussing
symmetry tests with intense hadron beams. This plan was also appropriate for this
conference because Ernest Henley was one of the staunchest supporters of the science
of KAON and of its realization in Vancouver. Unfortunately KAON did not survive the
recent change in Canadian governments, although it enjoyed excellent support from its
international partners outside North America.

I do not propose here to advocate a dead project but rather to use KAON's
proposed primary and secondary beams of various hadrons as a touchstone of what is
now technically attainable and to compare this with viiat is being done—or can be
done—with existing facilities such as the AGS at Brookhaven, the proton synchrotron
at KEK or, indeed, the Fermilab injector now tinder construction—as well as with the
existing meson factories such as PSI or TRIUMF.

My touchstone or yardstick then is the intense beams which KAON would have
provided.

• A cw primary proton beam of 30 GeV and 100 /iA, compared to

• AGS Brookhaven, 30 GeV, 3.3 pA with completed Booster.

• KEK, Tsukuba, 12 GeV, ~1 jiA-

• FNAL, New Injector, 120 GeV, ~2 (iA.

At the intensity frontier, in general, experimental capability is directly proportional
to the average primary beam current (or, better, beam power) but much depends on the
ingenuity of detector construction and on taking advantage of the other characteristics
(energy, time structure, etc.) of the beam. With the demise of KAON much can still be
done with the existing facilities.

The secondary beams include a diverse menu of

• kaons

• antinucleons

• pions, muons, hyperons, etc.

• neutrinos

The science with such secondary beams has been explored in a series of workshops, in
recent years, held for KAON, but also for the other facilities I have mentioned. For
our conference here, what matters is that everywhere one turns in this diverse menu,
one has opportunities to search for the fundamental symmetries of the fundamental
interactions—a subject on which Ernest Henley has had such a profound impact. I will
not analyze this richness of symmetry opportunities in any detail but rather illustrate it
for K AON-like facilities and also for the precursors of these facilities, the meson factories
such as TRIUMF. It will be a mixture of what we have hopes for and of what we are
now doing.

2. R A R E KAON DECAYS

The kaon has been a wonderful laboratory for new physics and its rare decay
modes remain of singular importance for tests of the standard model (SM) and what
lies beyond. Among the central issues for which kaon rare decays are important are the
puzzle of three generations of quarks and leptons, the nature of CP—violation and the
possibility of new particles mediating decays otherwise forbidden by symmetry laws.
Many of these decays are the subject of current experiments (see Table 1 taken from
Brymanfl]) while others require the enhanced intensity of kaon fluxes that KAON would
have provided.
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Table I. Status and prospects for selected rare and CP violating kaon decays.

Measurement Current result

Higher order standard model effects; VJj,

KL - M+f~

Direct CP violation

K°L -* 7r°e+e-

Kl - *°uv

Non-standard model '
K+ -* iP?v Pr

KI^M+M-

Forbidden decays

K+ -» w+ve
K+ -» T+X

< 5.2 x 10"9

7.0 ± 0.5 x 10"10

7.4 ±5.9 x 10-"
23 ±7 x lO"4

< 5.5 x 10-8

< 2.2 x 10-"
< 2.3 x 10-7

CP violation
, ~ 3.1 ± 5.3 x 10-3

< 3.3 x 10"11

< 2.1 x 10""
< 1.7 x 10"9

In-progress

etc.
10"10 (BNL787)

± l%(stat.) (BNL 871)

±10"* (FNAL 832)
±10"* (CERN NA48)

1 0 - 9 - 1 0 - " (FNAL 799)
lu"10 (KEK 162)

10-5 - 10"8(FNAL 799)
< 10-8 (BNL 787)

(BNL865)

±10"3 (KEK 246)

10"12(BNL 871)
3 x 1 0 - " (BNL 865)
3 x 10" n (BNL 787)

Horizon

1 0 " "
± 0 . 1 %

±10"s

I O - "

I O - "

PL

±10-'
PL ~ 10-2

i o - M

1 0 - "
10-i3

The ultra-rare decay, K+ —• ir+vV is an exceptional vehicle for detailed tests of
the SM. Because it involves primarily neutrinos in its final state, this decay mode is
free of the mesonic corrections which hamper theoretical predictions in so many other
cases. Both the decay rate and the kinematic signature of the detected pion are subject
to reasonably accurate calculations within the SM.

In the flavour-changing decay, K+ —» ir+i/X», an J quark is changed into a 5. In the
internal "loops" involved (see Fig. 1), the t dominates and the SM parameters which
dominate the decay are then the top-quark mass, m,, and the couplings of the top to the
other quarks—particularly the CKM matrix element, Vtd. Any departure of the decay
rate or its kinematic signatures from the predictions of the standard model would bring
in new physics, for example, in the replacement of the two neutrinos in the final state
by an axiom, supersymmetric bosons or many other particles proposed but not seen.

The experimental problem of this decay mode is, of course, its small branching
ratio, predicted by the standard model to be about 2x10-'°. A major and important
experiment at Brookhaven (Expt. 787) is now expecting shortly to observe the pions of
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Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to K+ —• T+VV

this ultra-rare decay. Previous searches had fallen many orders of magnitude short of
the required goal of 2xlO'1 0 . The Princeton-BNL-TRIUMF collaboration^] involved
in Expt. 787 includes a large detector, with a central-tracking drift-chamber built at
TRIUMF, inside a 1 T 3 ro diameter solenoidal magnet. The experiment requires clean
K beams (with pion contamination suppressed), calorimetry to suppress backgrounds,
and clever schemes for particle identification. As indicated in Table 1, the present results
of the experiment come within a factor of 25 of the SM prediction and the first events
might reasonably be seen later in 1994. However, this is an excellent example of how
KAON, on which our hopes were pinned, could have produced hundreds of events and
pinned down the SM parameters or departures from the SM.

In a recent preprint Buras, et al.[2] have analyzed how K* —* T + W , top-quark
searches, B~B mixing and CP symmetries in the fl-decays from future beauty factories
all promise to provide exciting times for the SM in the next decade. For example, the
unitarity tests of the CKM matrix involves relationships such as

.to which better knowledge of Vt& from K+ —» -x+vV is now crucial. In fact, with the
various kaon decay modes which would have been possible for KAON we could have
competed very well with beauty factories in"pinning down the famous unitarity triangle
and its implications for CP-violation.

The neutral version, KL —» iPvV, of the above ultra-rare decay mode is a theorist's
dream and an experimentalist's nightmare. This mode is dominated by direct C P -
violation in the SM—now being searched for, alternatively, in several difficult é* searches.



For the experimentalist this neutral mode involves no electric charges Bt all and, further,
the branching ratio is predicted by the SM to lie in the range 0.3 to 20x10""! With
KAON there were ingenious proposals to observe this decay mode. It is a challenge
now for the existing facilities to measure it. The combination of neutral and charged
K —* nuV determine V,j and its phase and thus confront the SM CP-violation problem.
Many other important searches for symmetry violations in rare kaon decays are now
underway. For example (see Table 1), Experiment KEK246 searches for non-SM CP-
violation manifested in the transverse muon polarization of the decay A' —» vfti/. The
existence of non-zero muon polarization transverse to the decay plane is not expected
in the SM but is allowed in the Weinberg-Higgs model for CP-violation. Lepton-flavour
violation is the subject of searches for A'+ —» 7r+/ie (for example, Brookhaven Expt.
BNLS65). For all of these modes KAON could have produced branching-ratio limits
lower by orders of magnitude. This will remain a vital field in which experimental
ingenuity is the driving force.

3. SYMMETRY TESTS AT T R I U M F

The meson factories (TRIUMF, PSI, LAMPF) have produced a large variety of
symmetry tests. I plan to use our TRIUMF experience to indicate the broad range of
continuing experiments and particularly what we expect to emerge in the next few years.

The layout of the TRIUMF facility (Fig. 2) enables us to describe how the various
beams and experimental facilities at a meson factory provide a wide range of symmetry
tests in nuclear and particle physics.

In the proton hall, on the left-hand side of the cyclotron in Fig. 2, there was a major
program in the early 19S0's to measure the various components of the NN interaction at
medium energies. This was followed by a next generation of experiments including the
first measurement of charge symmetry-breaking in NN scattering (see below) and also
a major program, still ongoing, to measure nucleon-nucleus response functions through
charge-exchange reactions, (p,n) and (n,p), in nuclei.

In the meson hall, to the right of the cyclotron m Fig. 2, experiments with pious
and muons have been dominated by symmetry effects since the beginning of TRIUMF
experiments almost two decades ago. For example, in a 1983 experiment[3] which put
TRIUMF on the world-map in particle physics, the polarization of high-energy electrons
from muon decay was measured to establish the left-handedness of the interactions
of the newly-discovered gauge bosons (\V±). The lower limits (> 400 GeV/c') then
established for any gauge bosons interacting right-handedly were easily the best at the
time. A major new experiment planned at TRIUMF (see below) now seeks significant
advances in the search, for limits on right-handedness of the weak interactions.

Some other past experiments (see Macdonald and Poutissou[4] for a summary)
used the ir+ —• e+u ratio to n+ —• fi+v as a sensitive test of fi-e universality, the fi-e
conversion rate for testing lepton-flavour conservation and also the search for muonium-
antimuonium mixing for the same purpose. A very impressive recent experiment at
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TRIUMF observed radiative muon capture in hydrogen thus determining the pseu-
doscalar form factor, gp, induced by the strong interaction in a manner which survives
the constraints of time-reversal invariance and charge-symmetry as well as conserved
vector currents.

Currently underway at TRIUMF in the meson hall are searches for parity violation
in NN interactions (see below) and for chiral symmetry-breaking in (TJV) interactions
using a new 4n pion spectrometer (CHAOS). In this brief review I plan to focus on a
few future experiments at TRIUMF pertaining to symmetry tests.

3.1. C H A R G E SYMMETRY-BREAKING

Charge symmetry-breaking manifests itself in very slight differences in pp and nn
scattering lengths at low energy but the first direct measurement of charge symmetry-
breaking in n,p elastic scattering was carried out by Abegg et al.[5] at TRIUMF five
years ago. This experiment, at 477 MeV, was followed by an experiment at Indiana[6] at
183 MeV and now a new measurement[7] at TRIUMF at 350 MeV has been completed
and is being analyzed.

These are difficult experiments because they measure very small differences in
cross sections. If An(8) is the analyzing power for polarized neutrons scattered from un-
polarized protons and Ap(0) the charge-symmetry inverse (polarized protons scattered
from unpolarized neutrons) the measurements pertain to differences of about 10"3 in
A A = An - Ap. The earlier TRIUMF experiment yielded A 4 = (47 ± 22 ± 8) x lO"1 and
the Indiana result was AA = (33.1 ± 5.9 ± 4.3) x lO"4. The new TRIUMF experiment
has an accuracy goal of ±6 x 10"4. The first TRIUMF experiment required the suc-
cessful construction and operation of the first frozen spin target in North America and
the improvement in the new experiment is largely due to the very high-intensity, high-
polarization, optically-pumped polarized-ion sources recently developed at TRIUMF.

The theoretical analysis of CSB in these experiments remains lively and has in-
volved Ernest Henley and his colleagues directly. The analysis involves meson exchange
potentials, for example, the isospin mixing resulting from p — us exchange, and presently
suffers from the poorly-known pA'JV and uNN coupling constants. Recently van Oers[8]
has given an excellent summary of both CSB and parity violation experiments in NN
interactions.

3.2. PARITY VIOLATION

A new, even more ambitious experiment[9] at TRIUMF seeks to measure parity
violation in NN scattering which is expected to be an effect of order 10~r. Accepting
the fundamental weak interaction among the quarks and leptons, parity violation (PV)
experiments in hadronic systems tell us about the non-leptonic weak interaction. Among
such systems the NN interaction allows the most direct interpretation of PV.

At low energy the PV effect in NN scattering can be described in terms of six
complex weak-coupling constants in terms of meson exchanges (TT, p,u) coupling to
the Z" boson. Four have already been determined with some precision. The TRIUMF

experiment is chosen to be at an energy of about 230 MeV for which it should provide
direct information about one of the missing p-meson coupling constants.

The TRIUMF experiment will scatter longitudinally-polarized protons from a liq-
uid hydrogen target. What is measured is Az = (a+ — tr~)/(tr+ + a~), where <r+ and
a~ represent the scattering cross sections for polarized incident protons of positive and
negative helicity, respectively, integrated over some appropriate angle range. The accu-
racy goal of the experiments is a few parts in 10~8, which is a formidable challenge for
the control of systematic errors.

The present state of PV in NN interactions is lively and theorists have shown re-
markable flexibility in interpreting the seemingly disparate results of earlier experiments
(see Ref. 8 for a discussion). A measurement at 5.13 GeV at Argonne[10] yielded an un-
expectedly large result [A, = (26.5±6.0) x 10~T] whereas measurementsfll] at 800 MeV
and other measurements below 100 MeV have yielded results an order of magnitude
lower.

This new TRIUMF experiment is a formidable technical challenge and demon-
strates how the pursuit of symmetry experiments dominates the future life of the meson
factories.

3.3. N E W MEASUREMENTS OF T H E MICHEL P A R A M E T E R S

The meson factories arrived on the scene at the advent of the SM- As discussed
above, they made an immediate impact on the new opportunities of the SM by mea-
surements of the rare decays of pions and muons and of the Michel parameters in muon
decay. Thus an experiment at TRIUMF, a decade ago, gave a very important result for
the handedness of the gauge bosons.

Perhaps one of the most impressive aspects of our field is the rapidity of detector
development. The large detectors used in rare decay experiments appear to increase in
sensitivity by an order of magnitude every four years. Thus the classic muon experi-
ments carried out at TRIUMF a decade ago, such as muon conversion, are now being
reconsidered with detectors aiming at three orders of magnitude improvement in sensi-
tivity. Before long, experiments which have produced limits on rare decays may instead
produce observations of decays and results of momentous importance for the SM.

Similarly, a new experiment at TRIUMF[12] aims to remeasure the Michel param-
eters in muon decay and seek higher limits on the masses (MR) of gauge bosons with
right-handed interactions. The new experiment has been proposed by a group from the
Kurchatov Institute in Moscow and involves the following design elements: a) a large-
volume, high-field superconducting magnet; b) precise tracking using small-cell drift
planes; c) a large spectrometer with uniform acceptance; d) a low-mass trigger; and e)
all three Michel parameters measured simultaneously.

This experiment has been reviewed and has received encouragement because it
is particularly well-suited for TRIUMF. It proposes to use the M15 beam line with
separators and a low pion background. It employs a clean, highly-polarized surface
muon source which removes unpolarized cloud muons using the 43 ns period of the
proton bean;. The intensity of TRIUMF is well-matched to the needs of the experiment



and the required experimental area is available.
This ambitious experiment seeks to improve the accuracy of the Michel parameters

by a factor or 5-20. In turn this should produce a limit MR >800 GeV,a very important
improvement even though it is only a factor of two better than earlier limits. Nature is
a hard taskmaster: the value of the observed effect depends on the fourth power of MR.

3.4. NEUTRAL ION TRAPPING

A major new direction for TRIUMF—in the absence of a KAON factory—is the
use of trapped neutral atoms for a variety of fundamental symmetry experiments. The
current improvement in such traps, using laser techniques, is perhaps the most explosive
in all of physics experimentation and the science opportunities are great. One proposes
to use trapped neutral atoms because they are: a) ultra-cold (~ ifiK, average in ve-
locity about 1 cm/s); b) very compact (~ 0.8 mm diameter); c) dense (~ 10 I l/cm3);
d) 100% polarized; e) carrier-free, yielding distortion-free momenta in radioactive de-
cay. The proposed use of neutral-ion trapping at TRIUMF is based on the fact that
the upgraded isotope separator proposed for TRIUMF's 1SAC facility is potentially the
world's brightest source of mass-separated alkali atoms. Although the neutral-ion trap-
ping itself is new for TRIUMF, the laboratory has considerable experiences with lasers
in atomic physics for optically-pumped-ion sources and for polarized targets.

A variety of trapping and cooling techniques are emerging including magneto-
optical traps with further cooling by "optical molasses" or evaporative methods. Finally,
the cooled atoms can be held in space without lasers by using magnetic forces on the
atom's magnetic moment.

A present rough plan[l3] at TRIUMF involves first establishing a dust-free lab-
oratory at TRIUMF near the present TISOL facility (see Fig. 2). Next, appropriate
lasers would be chosen for an early parity-violation (PNC) experiment with Francium
isotopes. Beyond that one would seek to carry out symmetry tests with the y3-decay of
various alkali isotopes.

The PNC experiment involving Francium would seek to greatly improve over latest
results from PNC in atomic I33Cs which themselves are already competitive with recent
LEP results. PNC in atoms arises in the SM from 7-2° interference. The dominant PNC
term in the Hamiltonian is equal to GpQm /2\/2 where the "weak charge," Qw is

Q™ = -2[cIU(2Z + N) + Cu(2N + Z)]

with Ciu, C\i being the Z —* qq vertex factors of the SM, that is

CIu = - - + gSm30u>

1 2
Cu = 2 ~ 3 s i n 2 ô t "

Because of vector current conservation Qw is independent of hadron structure and QCD.
effects.

The value of PNC ia atoms is that, through radiative corrections it is sensitive to
new heavy particles in a way which is orthogonal to the results of LEP experiments.

The 7S to 8S transition in 231Fr would be chosen for PNC tests. Here the PNC
effect is 15 times larger than for Cs, allowing a more precise determination of Qv.

Future work with trapped radioactive alkali atoms, say 37K, would provide a variety
of symmetry tests for nuclear /?-decay, using spin correlation measurements. At the high
level of precision (10"1) envisaged, such experiments would have a great impact on our
knowledge of the weak interactions and its many beautiful symmetries.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The loss of KAON is immense for symmetry tests in subatomic physics. KAON's
capabilities will need to be pursued and existing facilities will need to be exploited,
by scientists of great ingenuity, to carry out as many of these tests as possible. In my
paper I have tried to show that at facilities such as TRIUMF, whose basis is intense
hadron beams, the physics is increasingly dominated by symmetry tests, and that new-
opportunities abound. Ernest Henley's direct impact on TRIUMF has been immense
and his influence is pervasive in the development of our field.
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